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ASSEMBLING THE FIXTURE (FIG. 1)
1. Shut off the power supply at the fuse box or circuit breaker. Remove the old fixture from ceiling, including the old cross

bar.
2. Carefully unpack your new fixture and lay out all the parts in a clear area. Take care not to lose any small parts

necessary for installation.
3. Screw the metal tube [I] onto the fixture [J].
4. Determine the desired hanging height and screw metal tube [H] onto the metal tube [I], then secure metal tube [H] to

metal loop [G]. Pass the wires carefully through each tube as you assemble. (Remark: there is one piece 12” L. chain
included in the hardware bag. You could add the chain on to increase the fixture height if needed)

5. Attach the mounting plate [C] to the junction box [A] and secure using screw [B]. The side of the mounting plate
marked"GND" must faced outside.

CONNECTING THE WIRES (Fig. 2)
6. Connect the electrical wires as follows. Connect the black wire from the fixture to the black (HOT) house wire. Connect

the white wire from the fixture to the white (Neutral) house wire. Make sure all the wire nuts are secured. You may wrap
the connections with electrical tape. If your outlet box has a ground wire (green or bare copper) connect fixture’s ground
wire to it. Other wise attach the bare copper fixture wire to the green ground screw on the mounting bar. Tuck the wire
connections neatly into the ceiling junction box.

COMPELTING THE INSTALLATION (Fig 1)
7. Position the canopy [E] through the nipple [D] and secure with finial [F].
8. Place glass cup [L] and metal ring [M] on top of the socket [K] and secure with metal cup [O].
9. Install the bulb(s) [P] into the socket [K] in accordance with fixture’s specifications. (DO NOT EXCEED THE MAXIMUM

WATTAGE RATING!)
10. Place glass shade [Q] on top of metal cup [O].

Your installation is now complete. Return power and test the fixture.
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION FOR FIXTURE#1695
READ AND SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

WARNING! SHUT POWER OFF AT FUSE OR CIRCUIT BREAKER.

Fig.1

Notice: It is important to use proper
chain pliers (not included) to OPEN and
CLOSE the chain included with this
fixture. Do not open them with other
tools that may twist or stress the chain
links. It is important to use proper chain
pliers like the ones shown in the
diagram.


